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ABSTRACT

86
Mass distributions of evaporation residue (ER) products from Kr-

bombardments of Ge and Ge have been obtained by a time-of-flight method

at energies ranging from the interaction barrier to 706 MeV. ER excitation

functions have also been obtained for a variety of target and projectile com-

binations. Results are compared with statistical model calculations and with

results obtained from y-measurements. It is deduced that at the lowest im-

pact parameters, the reaction products belong to the ER group, in contrast

with the angular momentum hypothesis of Lefort. Cross sections were found

to be consistent with an angular momentum limit arising from the onset of

fission.



I. INTRODUCTION

Several years ago, Gauvin et al. have studied the threshold behaviour

of various (H.I.,xn) reactions. They found that the excitation functions of

evaporation residue products from Kr-bombardments were shifted to higher ex-

citation energies relative to the corresponding excitation functions from

Ar-bombardments. This shift vas interpreted in the so-called angular-
2 ' •••

momentum-window hypothesis, in which the fusion between targfct and pro-

jectile does not take place for the lowest £-waves (0 < £ < 40) in Kr-

induced reactions near the threshold. In this paper we consider the extent

to which a variety of measurements of evaporation residue products is

consistent with, or contradicts, the angular-momentum-window hypothesis.

Excitation functions for evaporation residue (ER) products have been
109 3 121 3 4

measured from Ar-bombardraents of Ag and Sb ' and, more recently,

from Kr reactions with Cu and Ge. Mass and charge distributions

have been obtained at 366 and 716 MeV (lab.) in the 65Cu + 86Kr case.5 In

addition, we present here measurements of the average mass of ER products

for Kr + Ge at several energies. A discussion similar to the one given here

was given, together with y-niultiplicity results, in Ref. 6.

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

The details of the experimental techniques have been presented else-

where. ' In the case of the Ar measurements, a simple proportional
8fi

counter AE-E telescope was used. For the Kr-studies, a similar propor-

tional counter telescope was placed at the end of a 1.5 m flight path. This

allowed us to make measurements down to 1.5° (which was necessary due to the
86

strongly forward-peaked nature of the Kr ER angular distributions) and40also enabled us to measure the masses of the ER products. Beams of Ar and
86

Kr ions were obtained at the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory SuperHILAC ex-

cept in the case of some of the Ar + Sb runs which were carried out at
4
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III. CROSS SECTIONS

2 2

It can be shown that in the sharp-cutoff approximation c?ER s n X £ E R,

where £__ is the maximum angular momentum associated with evaporation resi-

due products- At low energies, £.„_ is determined by entrance channel con-

ditions, while at higher bombarding energies, £„_ is determined by fission

competition. In order to compare the evaporation residue cross sections from
2

the various reactions, they are plotted as a--./^ X versus the excitation

energy in Fig. 1." It can be seen that below 100 MeV, the cross section is

increasing fairly rapidly in a way that is in agreement with both the in-

creasing reaction cross section in that region, and with the predictions of
8

the Bass model. Above about 100 MeV the excitation function levels off,
consistent with the onset of fission competition.

Results from calculations using the deexcitation computer code ORNL
9-11

ALICE are also shown in Fig. 1. In these calculations angular-momentum-
12 13

dependent fission barriers are used in the Bohr-Wheeler formalism, and

fission is considered in competition with particle emission. Angular

momentum effects in the exit channel are treated only approximately, since

the code does not include specific couplings to all final angular momentum

states. Instead, evaporated particles are assumed to either not change the

initial spin distribution (AJ=0), or to remove integer units of angular

momentum. In this latter option, neutrons are assumed to remove two units

of n, protons three units, deuterons five units, and alpha particles 10 units.

These conditions make alpha-emission particularly favorable in the early

ctages of the deexcitation process at high angular momenta, and the option

is labeled as AJ a10 in Fig. 1. The above approximations are necessary in

order to make the computing times reasonable at the high excitation energies

and angular momenta considered in this work. It can be seen that the

measured evaporation residue cross sections fall between the two extremes

of AJ=O and AJ =10. Thus the data agree with deexcitation calculations
a • • • . • ' . •

which include fission competition. The theoretical results shown are for

the compound nucleus Tb ( Cu +• Kr), but the calculations have also

been carried out for the Er compound nucleus. The results are essentially

similar for the two cases, with the Er results being about 600 units of
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,_„, ...i lower than the Tb results.

6 7Results from "y-multiplicity measurements * are in excellent agreement

with those presented in Fig. 1, thus strengthening our confidence it» the

validity of the two entirely different sets of data. The salient feature of

Fig. 1 with respect to the angular-momentun-window hypothesis lies in the

fact that results from Kr and Ar bombardments are very similar to each other.

Since the first 40 h" (postulated not to lead to fusion in the angular-
2 2

momentum-window picture) account for 1600 units of a /irX , the measured o

cross sections from Yx bombardments are expected to be lower by that amount

than the corresponding o cross sections from Ar bi
ER

1 it can be seen that this is clearly not the case.

than the corresponding o cross sections from Ar bombardments. From Fig.
ER

IV. MASS AND CHARGE DISTRIBUTIONS

While the mass and charge resolutions of our measurements were not

sufficient to resolve single masses and charges of evaporation residue

products, it was possible to obtain average masses and charges of ER distri-

butions from a number of Kr-induced reactions. It had been our hope that

we would be able to determine whether or not the lowest 40 partial waves

lead to evaporation residue products in Kr-bombardments by measuring possi-

ble differences in the mass distributions. Unfortunately, from ALICE cal-

culations, it was obvious that the overall mass distributions are not

changed appreciably by the exclusion of the lowest 40 partial waves. Spe-

cific (xn) channels, on the other hand, were found to be considerably more

sensitive to the angular-momentum-window hypothesis.

Calculated o /a ratios in the Ge + Kr case were found to decrease
86 70

rapidly with increasing excitation energy. Thus for Kr + Ge, a /<?FR

was found to vary from 0.21 at 70 MeV excitation energy ft 0.01 at 100 MeV.

In addition, the ratio is very sensitive to the neutron-deficiency of the

system. Thus for Kr +. Ge, the calculated o /a__ changes from 0.85 at
" * xvi iiK

70 MeV to 0.35 at 100 MeV. These results are consistent with measured aver-

age charges <AZ> of ER products from Kr bombardments of Ge and Ge at

about 65 and 90 MeV excitation energy. At the same excitation energy,

<AZ> was found to be about 1.5 units greater in the Ge case than in the

,,Ge case. Due to these variations in <AZ>,- it is very likely that the
• ' ' ' ' /,' , i •••'-'» • • . .



method of summing cross sections from diffei-ent combinations of target and

projectile to obtain Io(xn) (used in Ref. 1) leads to large errors.

In Fig. 2 the differences between the masses of the compound nuclei and

the average masses of the evaporation residue distributions, <AA>, are shown

as a function of excitation energy. Both experimental and theoretical re-

sults (in the AJ=0 option) are given. It can be seen that the agreement

between experiment and theory is good, although the theoretical points are

systematically somewhat higher than the experimental points.

In Table 1 the calculated average numbers of emitted particles are

given for the Ge + Kr case. These calculations were also performed with

the option in which evaporated particles do not change the angular momentum

distribution. It can be seen that even in this AJ=0 case, which is likely

to underestimate alpha-emission, the number of alpha particles emitted is

rather large, reaching a value of 2-3 at the highest excitation energy.

V. CONCLUSIONS

. From our results we can conclude that the lowest partial waves in Kr

bombardments lead to products that belong to the ER group, in contrast to

the angular-momentum-window hypothesis. This conclusion is confirmed by

the fact that measured y-niultiplicities for specific channels in Kr and Ar

bombardments are approximately equal. * ' It should be stressed, however,

that our data are not in direct conflict with those of Ref. 1, but that we

seriously question the interpretation given in Ref. 2. If, for example, in

these neutron-deficient systems, a few preequilibrium charged particles
86

were emitted preferentially in low-itnpact-parameter Rr-collisions, then

there would be no discrepancy between our results and those of Ref. 1. On

the other hand, the authors of Ref. 1 are, at this time, questioning the

accuracy of their energy determinations, and are in the process of re-

evaluating their results. Thus, it is possible that the (xn) threshold

shifts themselves may end up being spurious.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1. Excitation function for evaporation residue products for a variety

of target and projectile combinations rpsuiting from compound systems in the
40

mass region of 150-160 ainu. The open points denote Ar reactions, the
Of

closed points Kt bombardments. Statistical model calculations are shown

for Cu + Kr under the assumptions that evaporated particles do not change

the angular momentum distribution (AJ=0, dashed line), and that they remove

fixed amounts of angular momentum (AJ =̂ -0, dashed-dotted line, see text). The

cross section at which the fission barrier is equal to zero is also shown

(Bf=0, dotted line).

Fig. 2. AA, the mass difference between the compound nucleus mass and the

measured average mass of the evaporation residue products, versus excitation

energy for several target and projectile combinations. Theoretical (open

points) and experimental (closed points) results are given.



TABLE I. Calculated average numbers of emitted particles from

the compound system formed in the Ge + Kr reaction.

'' Elab
(MeV)

360

* 418

500.

605

706
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E

(MeV)

71.

97.

134.

181.

226.

3

3

1

3

6
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n

3,

4.

6.

.84

.90

.23

7.84

9.,07
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0.
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1.
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I >
p
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fd>

01
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85
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1
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.85

.14

.69

.37
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